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Preface

This book contains all the presentations given at the International S u m m e r
School on Information Extraction, SCIE '97, Frascati (Rome), Italy, July 14-18,
1997. The topics covered span various scientifc areas. In fact, although Information Extraction is mainly based on language processing ability, contributions
derive from several disciplines. This motivated the wide range of topics discussed
in this book.
As the ability to access different kinds of information via the Internet is increasingly involving end-users with different skills, the demand for suitable tools
for Information Extraction(IE), organization, and integration is becoming more
and more pressing to filter relevance and sort the large n u m b e r of retrieved
docmnents. IE is very often compared with the more mature methodology of
Information Retrieval (IR), which is currently attempting to use natural language processing (NLP) based technologies to improve the recall and precision
of retrieved documents in response to users' queries. But information extraction
is not information retrieval: Information Retrieval aims to select relevant documents, Information Extraction aims to extract facts from the documents. This
activity is not easy, as there are m a n y ways to express the same fact. Typically
information is spread across sew~ral sentences in natural language. The ability to
process textual documents is essential to [E. Therefore it should be considered
a core language technology.
In an NLP system the lexicon conveys linguistic information relative to words.
The lexicon, then, m a y be considered a comprehensive knowledge repository
where both representation and content support m a n y deductive processes. In
m a n y applications lexical information relates surface forms (words or word sequences) more directly to pattern matching-based procedures having some linguistic flavors but dependent on the underlying tasks: text mark-up, entity detection and classification, or template filling. In such a framework the a m o u n t
of linguistic information involved (proper noun rules or g r a m m a t i c a l relations
related to subcategorization information) is very high.
The dynamic nature of language, as well as its relationship with the underlying knowledge domain, creates difficult problems for NLP systems. In the I R
context, terminology identification tends to be an i m p o r t a n t supporting technology. In the NLP context the problem of terminology identification is more general, as it is essential to find all terms which are characteristic of the document.
Hence they are representative of its content a n d / o r domain. The identification
of terms is strongly tied to discourse processing, seeking to select those terms
which are highly representative and capable of providing broad characterization
of the document content.
From a "global information" perspective, most of the lexical knowledge employed in a given application is at first unusable for newer tasks in newer domains.
The crucial characteristic of any information is what it is about, i.e., the entities
it refers to. It is this referential meaning that needs to be made explicit and or-

VI
ganized, in order to extract and reuse relevant information. It is easy to see how
ontological aspects play a fundamental role here. As in IE, a template is to be
'filled' by information conveyed by a natural language statement. The problem
is to make explicit the intended models of the world used to convey information.
Thus, the ontological assumptions implicit in the terms adopted for concepts,
relations, and attributes are to be made explicit. Moreover, if a system exists
and performs an extraction task in a language, it is not obvious how to perform
the same task on texts in different languages. It is important to separate the
task-specific conceptual knowledge the system uses, which may be assumed to
be language independent, from the language-dependent lexical knowledge the
system requires, which unavoidably must be extended for each new language.
It is also desirable to determine how well an IE system is performing a given
task through the definition of objective measures. It is common opinion that
even systems with a modest performance (which miss more events and include
some errors) may be of interest. They may be useful to extract information for
future manual verification. Incomplete extracted information is in fact better
than nothing!
The international summer school on information extraction SCIE '97 was
organized to stress all these different aspects of information extraction.
SCIE '97 was sponsored by:
AI*IA
CNR
EC
ENEA
ESA
UTV
FUB

Italian Association for Artificial Intelligence
National Research Council
European Community
National Institution for Alternative Forms of Energy
European Space Agency
University of Rome, Tot Vergata
Ugo Bordoni Research Foundation

Thanks to all the people and institutions who contributed to the organization
of this summer school. Special thanks to the staff of the ESRIN (Frascati) site
of the European Space Agency for their valuable support in hosting the school.
I would like to express my personal gratitude to all colleagues of the NLP
Group of the University of Rome, Tor Vergata, whose extraordinary effort over
these past months made SCIE '97 possible. Thanks a lot.

Rome, July 1997

Maria Teresa Pazienza
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What is IE?
Information Extraction (IE) technology is now coming on to the market and is
of great significance to information end-user industries of all kinds, especially
finance companies, banks, publishers and governments. For instance, finance
companies want to know facts of the following sort and on a large scale: what
company take- overs happened in a given time span; they want widely scattered
text information reduced to a simple data base. Lloyds of London need to know
of daily ship sinkings throughout the world and pay large numbers of people to
locate them in newspapers in a wide range of languages. All these are prima
facie cases for what we are calling IE, and to which this book is devoted.
Computational linguistic techniques and theories are playing a strong role in
this emerging technology (IE), not to be confused with the more mature technology of Information Retrieval (IR), which selects a relevant subset of documents
from a larger set. IE extracts information from the actual text of documents,
by computer and at high speed, and normally from publicly available electronic
sources such as news wires. Any application of this technology is usually preceded by an IR phase, which selects a set of documents relevant to some querynormally a string of features or terms that appear in the documents. So, IE is
interested in the structure of the texts, whereas one could say that, from an IR
point of view, texts are just bags of unordered words.
You can contrast these two ways of envisaging text information and its usefulness by thinking about finding, from the World Wide Web, what TV programs
you might want to watch in the next week: there is already a web site in operation with text descriptions of the programs on 25 or more British TV channels,
more text than most people can survey easily at a single session. On this web
site you can input the channels or genre (e.g. musicals, news etc.) that interest
you and the periods when you are free to watch. You can also specify up to
twelve words that can help locate programs for you, e.g. stars' or film directors'
names. The web site has a conventional IR engine behind it, a standard boolean
function of the words and genre/channel names you use. The results are already
useful -and currently free- and treat the program descriptions as no more than
"bags of words".

Templates

and

their

limitations

Now suppose you also wanted to know what programs your favourite T V critic
liked: and suppose the web site also had access to the texts of recent newspapers.
An IR system cannot answer that question because it requires searching review
texts for films and seeing which one are described in favourable terms. Such a
task would require IE and some notion of text structure. In fact, such a search
for program evaluations is not a best case for IE, and I mention it only because
it is an example of the kind of leisure and entertainment application that will
be so i m p o r t a n t in future informatics developments. To see t h a t one only has
to think of the contrast between the designed uses and the actual uses of the
French Minitel system-designed for phone number information but actually used
largely as an adult dating service.
Some domains push out the limits of templatability, particularly any area
with an evaluative component: e.g. one can search movie reviews for directors
and actors-even for films where an individual appears in the non-standard role,
such as Mel Gibson as a director, and that is a difficult task for an I R s y s t e m - - those are potentially matchable to templates but a m u c h harder task is to decide
if a movie review is positive or not. It is said that US Congressmen, who receive
vast amounts of emall that almost certainly cannot read, would welcome any IE
system that could tell them simply, of each email message. T h e result of such a
component could clearly be expressed as a t e m p l a t e - w h a t is unclear is how one
could fill it in a reliable manner.
It is worth considering, in this context of vaguer forms of information, the
extent to which a full text I R system can provide some apparently IE features. If
one types to a well known and venerable IR system that has a windowing capacity
"fat Scots psychologist", where the system has access to a year of indexed London
Financial Times text and one can specify that say those words occur in t h a t
order within a window of 6 words--i.e, so very few other adjectives or nouns
could intervene to break up that string. One will obtain citations of television
program reviews including two of the prize -winning British T V series Crackerwhich is almost certainly what anyone in the UK would have wanted who used
the quoted phrase. We must suppose a viewer who had a clear goal in mind but
no access to the title or the star's n a m e - m a n y users of such systems will be in
t h a t kind of position! This is still clearly an I R task but one whose boundary with
IE is blurred because of the importance of syntagmic (NLP if you prefer) features
imposed by the very length of the window chosen, as opposed to searching for
ANY text with those three words.

A Brief History
Information extraction is a new technology not a new idea: as long ago as 1964
can be found papers with titles like "Text searching with templates" [12], but
these were ideas not backed by any computational power capable of carrying
t h e m out; Other work that was IE before it knew it was Cowie's 1983 extraction

of canonical structures [5] from field-guide descriptions of plants and animals.
The earliest effective IE work was undoubtedly that of Sager [11] within a medical domain, and constituting a long- running project combining surface s y n t a x
analysis and the use of templates. The work depended on handcrafted structures
and a narrow range of techniques, but was highly effective. More i m m e d i a t e l y
striking w ~ de Jong's F R U M P [7] an adaptation of Schank's high-level script
structures, or what we would now call scenarios (e.g. for a terrorist event), which
a t t e m p t e d to fill the slots in such structures from the AP newswires. This work
was prescient in m a n y ways--, including the choice of terrorism as a topic--but it
had the toy quality of its time and was never evaluated in any quantitative way,
e.g. against standard information retrieval systems ability to select terrorism stories from the AP wire, since it was being used for routing as well as extraction.
F R U M P later became the basis for an early commercial system T R A N S .
The first IE system to result from a complex commercially posed problem was
Hayes et al.'s J A S P E R system at Carnegie Group [1]. Like the earlier systems
it relied on high degree of handcrafting, like them too it had no access to m a j o r
external linguistic resources: corpora, lexica or gazetteers, nor did it incorporate
any learning algorithms. However it was benchmarked and evaluated in a serious
manner, even if not within the US MUC and T I P S T E R regimes.

The
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of evaluation
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IE shares a key feature with an older, more mature, discipline, machine translation: both are associated with a strong evaluation methodology. This means that
one can determine, by objective standards, how well a system is doing at a chosen
task and whether it is getting better with time. It is not possible when writing of
the brief history of IE as a technology to separate it from the ARPA-sponsored
MUC competitions and the T I P S T E R IE project, for it is this competitive and
objective environment that have created they field by a kind of forcing..
IE as a subject and the current standards of evaluation and success were first
surveyed in [6], and broadly one can say that the field grew very rapidly when
ARPA, the US defence agency, funded competing research groups to pursue IE,
and based initially round scenarios like terrorism events as reported in newspapers, a task where the funders wanted to replace the government analysts who
read the newspapers for terrorist events and then filled templates: when, where,
a terrorist event took place, how m a n y casualties etc.. It was this activity that
IE was designed to automate.

Empirical

linguistics:

corpora,

modularity

and

architectures
However, the IE movement has also grown by exploiting, and joining, the recent
trend towards a more empirical and text based computationM linguistics, t h a t
is to say by putting less emphasis on linguistic: theory and trying to derive

structures and various levels of linguistic generalisation from the large volumes of
text data that machines can now manipulate. This movement has many strands:
the use not only of machine readable dictionaries, taken from publishers tapes
and from which semantic information has been extracted on a large scale [9]
but also resources like WordNet, a semantic thesaurus in network form, created
explicitly as a basis for NLP. The empirical movement has also joined forces with
a revival of machine learning [4] so that large scale linguistic facts are not only
derived from these sorts of resources but algorithms are used (both classic and
novel) to derive structures at whatever level and then adapt them automatically
to more data.
Two structural features have played roles in the astonishing growth of IE:
first, that of modularity, the notion that computational linguistic tasks could be
separated out and evaluated quite separately, and that the separation between
the modules need not correspond only to classic divisions of linguistic levels,
such as syntax and semantics.
Secondly, came the notion of an an architecture for NLP, and environment
in which the modules just referred to could be combined in various ways to
perform large scale tasks (e.g. IE but also MT or QA) and different modules for
the same task could be systematically compared, or the same module could have
its performance compared over different text types. The ARPA IE movement
has made this a priority and our own groups contribution can be found at [8].
A conspicuous success has been a module usually called a part-of-speech
tagger: a system that assigns one and only one part-of-speech symbol (like Proper
noun, or Auxiliary verb) to a word in a running text and do so on the basis
(usually) of statistical generalisations across very large bodies of text. Recent
research has shown that a number of quite independent modules of analysis of
this kind can be built up independently from data, usually very large electronic
texts, rather than coming from either intuition or some dependence on other
parts of a linguistic theory.
That these modules, can be independent-in their construction and optimisationis something of a break with much traditional cornpntational linguistics which
tended to suggest that linguistic modules all depended on each other and could
not be separated out in this way. The knowledge-based approach to NLP in artificial intelligence tended to reinforce this view: that even the simplest tasks, like
tagging, could and did require the application of the highest level resources and
inferences. T h a t this is not in general true has been amazingly refreshing, and
the relative independence of such modules at quite high levels of performance
has made the construction of whole systems much simpler.
Such modules would usually be taken to include, as well as part of speech taggets: morphology analysis modules; modules to align texts sentence-by-sentence
in different languages; syntax analysis modules, modules attaching word sense
tags to words in texts to disambiguate them in context and so on. T h a t these
tasks can be done relatively independently is very surprising to those who believed them all contextually dependent sub-tasks within a larger theory. These
modules have been combined in various ways to perform tasks like IE as well as

more traditional ones like machine translation (MT). The modules can each be
evaluated separately - b u t they are not in the end real human tasks that people
actually do, as MT and IE are.
One can call the former "intermediate" tasks and the latter real or final
tasks -and it is really only the latter that can be firmly evaluated against h u m a n
needs -by people who know what a translation, say, is and what it is for. The
intermediate tasks are evaluated internally to improve performance but are only,
in the end, stages on the way to some larger goal. Moreover, it is not possible
to have quite the same level of confidence in them since what is, or is not,
a correct syntactic structure for a sentence is clearly more dependent on one's
commitments to a linguistic theory of some sort, and such matters are in constant
dispute. W h a t constitutes proper extraction of people's names from texts, or
a translation of it, can be assessed by many people with no such subjective
commitments.

The M R D stream in the empirical movement: lexicon
acquisition
The empirical movement, basing, as it does, linguistic claims on text data, has
another stream, noted earlier: the use in language processing of large language
dictionaries (of single languages and bilingual forms) that became available about
ten years ago in electronic forms from publishers' tapes. These are not textual
data in quite the sense above, since they are large sets of intuitions about meaning set out by teams of lexicographers or dictionary makers. Sometimes they are
actually wrong, but they have nevertheless proved a useful resource for language
processing by computer, and lexicons derived from them have played a role in
actual working MT and IE systems [14] and [3].
W h a t such lexicons lack is a dynamic view of a language; they are inevitably
fossilised intuitions. To use a well known example: dictionaries of English normally tell us that "television" is as a technology or a TV set, although it is
mainly used now to mean the medium itself. Modern texts are thus out of step
with dictionaries-even modern ones. It is this kind of evidence that shows that,
for tasks like IE, lexicons must be adapted or %uned" to the texts being analysed
which has ted to a new, more creative wave, in IE research: the need not just to
use large textual and lexical resources, but to adapt them as automatically as
possible, to enable them to adapt to new domains and corpora, which will mean
dealing with obsolescence and with the specialised vocabulary of a domain not
encountered before( see [13] and [2].

Modularity and the stereotypical IE system
Most of the modules listed above can be found, in some form, in virtually all tile
major IE systems currently competing in MUC. This is because, to a perhaps
surprising degree, they share not only modules but assumptions about how the

IE task with templates is to be done. In Cowie and Lehnert [6] these asumptions
were identified as:
the power of shallow parsing (as against full syntax analysis)
- the power of shallow knowledge (simple, low level knowledge such as gazetteer
lists and what can be derived from the template fillers themselves)
mining the templates-effectively using filled templates to derive more shallow
knowledge
use of the test corpora themselves for data,, including lexica, preferably with
learning algorithms to tune at least some of the modules.
-

-

-

These assumptions are partially independent of the selection of modules,
as can be seen from the Sheffield VIE system (see below) which has several
conventional modules but does not embody these assumptions at all. However,
the general structural similarity of the major systems is such that Hobbs [10]
was able to describe, without satire, a Generic IE System which closely matches
most major players. This genericity is in part to be expected from an intensively
competitive environment like MUC in which data and modules are also shared:
the systems tend to all tune to each other and innovation is penalised. The
benefits, as in horse breeding, say, are well known but there are penalties: the
gene pool, as it were, becomes smaller and this may explain wily outside entrants
(from outside the trained group or gene pool: exogametes in fact) have done
better than expected.

T h e E u r o p e a n IE s c e n e
As part of its large scale Language Engineering R • D program, the European
Commission supports a considerable range of IE projects, built into either specific industriM-backed applications or as research projects: these include T R E E
(IE and MT for job applications across national boundaries), AVENTINUS (
a classic IE application to police and terrorism issues for EU police forces);
FACILE, ECRAN and SPARKLE (research projects combining IE and IR in
different ways and with "tuning" or automatic adaptation aspects). ECRAN,
for example, searches movie and financial databases and exploits the notion we
mentioned of tuning a lexicon so as to have the right contents, senses and so on
to deal with new domains and relations unseen before.
The EC funders have, on the whole, been less sympathetic to the benefits
of MUC- style competition. They argue that it is wasteful of resources, though
this ignores the fact that much of the MUC effort is "voluntary" in the sense of
not directly funded by ARPA. In any case, the EU, like everyone else gets the
benefit of published MUC-related research. But a more sophisticated defence
could be given of the EC position, which is that ARPA's needs are basically
defence driven and the ECs are commerce driven. Since all EC projects need
industrial partnership and exploitation plans, then the market will ideally decide
all issues, and there is no need of explicit competitions, nor could there be
sufficient cooperation between the sponsoring companies to allow such diversion

of effort and indeed openness. The paradox behind that view, of course, is that
it is the US companies, driven by ARPAs competitive regime, which have also
put the first IE products on the market.
So the EC has considered general NLP and IE assessment, procedures and
decided against them, but the French government is said to be actively considering some such competition in France, perhaps to compensate for the fact
that French as a language is highly unlikely to interest ARPA in the forseeable
future. The British government funds some IE programs (including VIE and
the G A T E architecture, see below) but has no incentive to promote competition
since British teams can and do enter MUC, at their own cost.

Possible limitations of IE systems
We have described IE here and as a new and vital technology, though in the
following section we will also review ways in which it, like all language processing
technologies, are being merged in original combinations to meet particular needs.
But let us here, as an initial conclusion, review the possible limits to what we
have described, quite apart t¥om quantitative limits which m a y be expected to
appear in MUC competitions as they have in IR and MT.
Tile main problem with IE is tile degree to which knowledge IS template
like, in the way history was once taught (but is no longer) as factual templates
of kings, presidents, battles and dates. A major research issue is seeing how far
the boundaries of templatability can be pushed out.
A closely related question is how far the construction and adaptation of
templates to new domains (along with the adapt~ttion of the associated lexical
structures and lexicons) can be made practical and cost effective.
Both these questions can be brought under the heading of the adaptation of'
IE, to new domains, and to the needs of new users: research is going on not only
on a ' s e m i - a u t o m a t i c techniques for deriving templates from corpora by seeing
if a corpus contains significant patterns of a template t y p e - b u t doing this in
conjunction with user modelling techniques, representing user needs, and uses of
things like natural dialogue (a~s has been done in IR) to allow a user to express
needs-such as particular patterns sought and so on-in a natural language.
IE as part

of a cluster

of information

technologies

An i m p o r t a n t insight, even after accepting our argument that IE is a new, emergent technology, is that what may s~em to be wholly separate information technologies are really not so: MT and IE, for example, are just two ways of producing
information to meet people's needs and can be combined in differing ways: for
example, one could translate a document and then information extract from the
result or vice-versa, which would mean just translating the contents of the resuiting templates. Which of these one chose to do might depend on the relative
strengths of the translation systems available: a simpler one might only be adequate to translate the contents of templates, and so on. This last observation

emphasises that the product of an IE system-the filled templates- can be seen
either as a compressed, or summarised, text itself, or as a form of d a t a base (with
the fillers of the template slots corresponding to conventional database fields).
One can then imagine new, learning, techniques like data mining being done as
a subsequent stage on the results of IE itself.
If we think along these lines we see that the first distinction of this paper,
between traditional IR and the newer IE , is not totMly clear everywhere but
can itself become a question of degree. Suppose parsing systems that produce
syntactic and logical representations were so good, as some now believe, that they
could process huge corpora in an acceptably short time. One can then think
of the traditional task of computer question answering in two quite different
ways. The old way was to translate a question into a formalised language like
SQL and use it to retrieve information from a database- as in "Tell me all the
IBM executives over 40 earning under $50K a year". But with a full parser of
large corpora one could now imagine transforming ing the query to form an IE
template and searching the W H O L E T E X T (not a data base) for all examples of
such employees--both methods should produce exactly the same result starting
from different information sources - - a text versus a formalised database.
W h a t we have called an IE template can now be seen as a kind of frozen query
that one can reuse many times on a corpus and is therefore only important when
one wants stereotypical, repetitive, information back rather than the answer to
one-off questions.
"Tell me the height of Everest?", as a question addressed to a formalised text
corpus is then neither a IR nor IE but a perfectly reasonable single request for
an answer. "Tell me about fungi", addressed to a text corpus with an IR system,
will produce a set of relevant documents but no particular answer. Tell me what
films my favourite movie critics likes, addressed to the right text corpus , is
undoubtedly tE as we saw, and will produce an answer also. The needs and the
resources available determine the techniques that are relevant, and those in turn
determine what it is to answer a question as opposed to providing information
in a broader sense.
A final i~ue is the future relationship of IE to text summarization, a functionality for which there is a clearly established need. In some sense the d a t a
base provided by an IE system can be sen either as pure data, for subsequent
mining, or as a base from which a summary could be generated in a natural
language, which could be the original language on which the IE operated or another one. This is IE as the basis of a text summarization system; however, there
are quite other techniques already near market, (a typical one would be British
Telecom's), which often rely on summaries derived from individual sentences
pieced together from the original text, deemed significant sentences on broadly
statistical grounds. This technique has the advantage of not needing templates,
but the disadvantage that such sentences may or may not form a coherent text.

Moral
O n e m o r a l from all this, and which is i m p o r t a n t to keep in m i n d w i t h the a d v e n t
of speech research p r o d u c t s a n d the m u l t i m e d i a a s s o c i a t e d with the W e b , is t h a t
m o s t o f o u r c u l t u r a l , p o l i t i c a l and business p a t r i m o n y is still b o u n d u p with texts,
f r o m m a n u a l s for m a c h i n e s , to e n t e r t a i n m e n t news to n e w s p a p e r s t h e m s e l v e s .
T h e t e x t world is v a s t a n d g r o w i n g e x p o n e n t i a l l y : one should never b e s e d u c e d
b y m u l t i - m e d i a fun i n t o t h i n k i n g t h a t t e x t a n d how to d e a l w i t h it, how t o
e x t r a c t its c o n t e n t , is going to go away.
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